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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify today on behalf of NetZero Microgrid

Solutions, which lwillcontinue to refer to as NZM Solutions, in support of House Bil11412, the

Energy Resiliency and Emergency Preparedness and Response Act. lam the founder and

President of NZM Solutions, with a 35-year career in commercialrealestate development and

management, and most recently with extensive experience in understanding the enormous

societalbenefits of microgrids, the barriers to entry, and how essentialthe role of public utility

commissions is in furthering this innovative solution for our Commonwealth's concerns.

NetZero Microgrid Solutions strongly supports this important legislation, which will promote

the development of pilot, and lshould add, scalable microgrids potentially benefiting hundreds

of diverse communities throughout this great Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. lsay this in

particular, since lwillspeak to the importance, especially in the instance of microgrids, in

establishing pilots which are necessary in order to learn, collaborate and lead to broader

industry deployment. Our firm of NZM Solutions -- because of our background in community

economic development and private sector realestate ownership and development -- really

understands the relationship between allof these factors.

I believe that at this point in my testimony, the committee willbenefit by my proving a little bit

of background on who lam and why Ihope that these comments have important relevance to

your committee's considerations. As Ihave already indicated, lconsider that lam not an



electricalengineer or utility executive, rather Imoved to Pennsylvania, actually 40 years ago, to

attend the great institution of Gettysburg College, where I graduated with a degree in

economics and physics, and moved to Philadelphia to start a realestate career with the Reading

Company. This part of my background is particularly relevant to this testimony in that for the

first year or so of my career ltravelled allover the Commonwealth, meeting neighbors of

former Reading Railroad rights of way, and getting a firsthand perspective on the challenges

and beauty of so many towns and smallmunicipalities, and its workers and residents, and

achievements that comprise this great state. Continuing forward with my career, Ihad the

opportunity to work on such important projects as creation of the now Pennsylvania

Convention Center, and have renovated, built and managed as many as twenty realestate

projects over a 25 year period. The common thread has always been how to make the

community both occupying the realestate project and in the surrounding neighborhood better

places, by being innovative and collaborative in solving the challenges of the day.

In early 2010, Ireached a new stage in this journey when the Philadelphia Industrial

Development Corporation(PIDCjhired me to me to take over the management and

development of the Philadelphia Navy Yard, where lserved as Senior Vice President for 6 %

years. What Irealized quickly was that one of our biggest challenges in order to continue

achieving financialsuccess, was that we needed to keep improving the infrastructure as quickly

as possible, especially the electric distribution system, otherwise the economic successes would

be stymied. We started this task with creation of the Navy Yard Energy Master Plan which led to

the $33 million microgrid project which was largely completed in 2016, when I left to start up

NetZero Microgrid Solutions.



So, let's take a moment to examine what leads to the reasons that lam here this morning with

the honor of speaking before this committee. First, lam fortunate to have been able to apply

the new technologies regarding microgrid development to the challenges of the growing

Philadelphia Navy Yard's electric distribution grid, primarily because it is an unregulated grid

environment, as established by a declaratory order of the PA PUC in the early 2000s. So, in

essence, the Navy Yard microgrid project is the result of having led PIDC in determining the

most cost effective strategic and implementation plan to minimize capitaland operating

expansion costs for the purpose of supporting the growing economic development aspirations

of the project. This plan has already proven to be quite successfulin many regards where,

during the six years of my tenure, we added just under 40 companies to the Navy Yard

community, resulting in the addition of approximately 4,000 corresponding new jobs. Secondly,

and this is what lam probably most proud of, we continued to build a community of

businesses, academic and R&D organizations -- Penn State University being one -- non-profits,

and other economic development partners such as Ben Franklin Technology Partners, working

with the public utility, PECO, to create one of the most diversified community microgrid

environments in the United States. In essence, this was only made possible in 2011when we

first conceived the plan because of the fact that we were unregulated and could make these

financialand technology decisions on our own. We created a pilot ourselves, with the results

that lknow that every member of this committee would embrace, namely to support economic

growth in our community, and to do so in a manner that demonstrates Pennsylvania as a leader

in this growirlg field of microgrid and smart grid technologies and development.

The microgrid at The Navy Yard isjust one example ofsuccessfulmicrogrid pilots in the United

States, and if this committee is interested, NZM Solutions can help to assemble examples of



other projects elsewhere, and now it is essentialto turn the corner to allow a flexible

framework of understanding, so that the publicly regulated utilities within Pennsylvania can

also propose projects of this kind, with a set of predefined expectations, established by this

committee and the PA PUC, that if met willresult in public approvals. As allof us know, it is

hard enough to compete in this sort of a dynamic marketplace using allof the innovation tools

available to us, as opposed to being put into a darkened room of trying to get to the other side

in the pitch black of not knowing what parameters will be acceptable to the PUC, and by which

to operate

The second reason that we are here this morning is that NZM Solutions understands this

business of microgrid development as one of Pennsylvania's newest smallbusinesses and as

one of the authorities in microgrid development, market trending, and what we are particularly

focused on: how to actually get these things built and put into service for the benefit of our

communities that they willserve. Havingjust returned from a speaking engagement in Berlin

Germany, kan assure allof you that the importance of microgrid development is being

embraced internationally. We understand that, as Navigant Research reports, total revenue

from microgrids will continue to explode from 2013 levels of $8.3 billion to a projection of $40

billion by 2020.

Please allow me to share another interesting set of statistics with the following image that

Navigant Research also prepared, namely showing the toP ten US states with microgrid

business occurring as of the Second Quarter, 2016:
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Figure 1: Top US States of Microgrid Market Share, 2"d Quarter 2016

Please take note that Pennsylvania is not even listed, whereas much smaller neighboring states

such as New Jersey and Connecticut are within the tops-O. Our neighboring state of New York

just surpassed California's market with a 15% share of the US market. These statistics while

somewhat embarrassing should not surprise anyone on this committee since the neighboring

states of Connecticut, New Jersey and New York have already developed the same "rules for

engagement" that this committee is considering, along with a set of public subsidy programs in

order to incent our utilities and the private sector to participate in developing their own states'

pilot programs, and in growing this important microgrid market. lcould go on with many more

statistics and comparative information about the diversity and extent of this new market, but

out of respect for everyone'stime lwill not. Rather, lwill take this opportunityto wrap up with



my attempt to answer a question that lam often asked: "Why do we really need to make these

changes to our existing electric distribution system with the addition of microgrids?" lwillguess

that this may be a question that many of this committee's members are considering, as it is

surely a question that our citizens deserve to have answered.

In summary, microgrids are required at this time in our lives since they are what we callat NZM

Solutions "platforms" from which to address a multitude of new societaland environmental

challenges that the traditionaldistribution grid cannot. In today's times, we are now faced with

many new cha]]enges that either did not exist].25 years ago when the traditionalgrid that is

the basis for today's technology was developed. Certainly, we did not have the desire that we

do today to deploy alternative forms of generation -- such as PV solar, wind, and other

developing technologies that are considered "clean" -- but for which the challenge of

intermittency exists. We also did not need to be concerned about establishing redundancy and

resiliency within our communities as we must address in today's age. This need exists for many

reasons, but in particular, to be able to combat threats such as are growing by the hour, caused

by cybersecurity, terrorism, and of course, the growing frequency and intensity of major storms

of allkinds which are only going to grow dramatically for the foreseeable future. In summary,

and the reason that we refer to microgrids as a "platform" is that this new toons exactly that: it

is a business and technology platform that can be compared to the emergence of the smart

phone, as it is a system that does not discriminate toward the kinds of energy, and energy

security, that any given community can choose is important to itf unique character of place. In

order to reach the full potentialof this new tool, our Pennsylvania utilities have to not only be

allowed, but encouraged, to begin participating by having a set of parameters that this

committee and the PA PUC needs to approve in order to proceed post haste with pilot projects.



After all, when you think about it, there is no higher and better concentration of talent and

experience with making electricity flow, than within the public utility management that is

already assembled and doing great work. Let's adopt this legislation, and allow organizations

like NetZero Microgrid Solutions a chance to work with your body and the PA PUC to craft

logicalparameters that willlead to microgrid pilot deployment, so that we can bring this

innovative solution to scale.

Thank you for this opportunity to share these perspectives on how this matter is not really

about the electric distribution system as the end game, rather this matter regards an even

higher levelof importance. This matter regards the potentialof improving the welfare of

hundreds of communities within our Commonwealth, it is especially about making the

Commonwealth more competitive and attracting more businesses by making it a better place

to do business, and, it is about making it possible for communities to protect its citizens during

storms and nationalsecurity threats.
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